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Current Situation 
In the earliest days of COVID-19 public health measures I remember friends and ministry colleagues 
speculating about how long it would be until things ‘got back to normal.’ By summer of 2020 it had 
become abundantly clear that COVID would be a long duration event and for most sectors, churches 
included, the pandemic would be more than an interruption – it wound be a massive disruption.  

Disruptions jolt us. Wholesale disruptions upset our equilibrium. They force us to react, to assess, and 
to respond. 

I’m inspired by the ways leaders in our church have responded in the last 14 months. Limitations on 
public gatherings have provoked previously unseen levels creativity and adaptation. Despite being 
governed by constantly changing restrictions, our team has largely focused on what we can do, not on 
what we can’t. As a result, Life Group momentum is palpable; Youth and Young Adults shifted without 
mass attrition; Justice and Compassion ministries have continued to impact; and innovative 
expressions of Congregational Care have arisen. Some areas of our ministry have thrived, others have 
maintained, and some have struggled (ministry to younger children and non-tech savvy seniors has 
been particularly difficult). But when we’ve been at our best, the number one driver of positive 
innovation has been technology, specifically, harnessing the power of the internet. 

I want to say this next part carefully: What our community is experiencing right now is terrible. The 
virus is an awful thing. Many have suffered, some have died. The isolation has been damaging to 
emotional, mental, and spiritual health. The financial impact on individuals and business has been 
staggering.  

But at the same time this disruption has the potential to strengthen our church’s mission. We’re not 
returning to 2019 when all this is over. The effects of the virus and its variant strains will be with us for 
some time. Many of our people report a comfortability, some even a preference for digital worship and 
connection. And there is likely to be a collective hesitancy around large group gathering long into the 
future. The return to ‘normal’ will be to a ‘new normal’. Knowing this, the sooner we embrace ministry 
strategy shifts in order to advance the Gospel, the greater the Kingdom impact. 

Among the shifts our church needs to embrace has been described as a move from analog to digital 
ministry. More precisely – the online ministry revolution (which had already begun well before the 
disruption) is here to stay. In the coming years fulfilling our discipleship potential will require on-line 
and in-person strategies which are more equally weighted. We can no longer think of online ministry 
as an add on or afterthought. It is becoming a primary platform for everything we do rather than a 
mere stream of weekend services. The new digital reality requires rethinking staffing structures and 
investing in the technical tools necessary to communicate our hospitality value to those who engage 
online. 

Our evolving ministry strategy will place high emphasis on digital ministry. Online environments are 
not expected to replace in-person experiences, but they are legitimate environments for worship, 
teaching, care, connection, and discipleship. Our presence online is our front door, it is the place of 
first-impressions, the space where those we aspire to reach will connect first. Online ministry is not 
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something which will wind down as the effects of the pandemic lessen. It is a whole new beginning for 
our church. 

What follows is a request for our Board of Elders to approve, and to recommend that our membership 
approve a special capital project to enhance our online ministry capacity. Our staff leaders and 
Executive Team is making this proposal now in order to begin this project in the summer of 2021 in an 
effort to be as ready as possible for the potential new normal in the fall. This comprehensive Online 
Ministry Enhancement Project includes: 

• Technical upgrades in our auditorium (improved cameras, lenses, cabling, computers, 
software, video specific lighting, environmental improvements). 

• A user-friendly video capture/production suite for use by all ministry areas for content creation 
(virtually every ministry experience we offer will feature both online and in-person options). 

• Strategic advancement of all aspects of our web presence (website rebuild, new social media 
strategies, potential church app). 

Recommended Approach 
1. Fundraise a significant portion of the capital required. 

a. Conduct a fundraising campaign leveraging our previous experience with Faith-Based 
Fundraising.  

b. Set a threshold of 50% of the capital project be pledged before going ahead with the 
project. 

c. Arrange financing through the Bank of Montreal to cover the difference between the 
project capital cost and funds received. 

2. Enhance the video systems. 
a. Auditorium – The auditorium will receive a complete video system overhaul.  Moving 

us from our current four camera setup to eight cameras.  These cameras will be 
capable of 4k, allowing us to future proof them.  These cameras will allow us to 
capture an immersive and beautiful capture of our services for online streaming. This 
also includes robotics to help us subtly capture content in new and unique ways. We 
will also be investing in tools that will help our audio for online streaming as well. 

b. Studio A – Room 287.000 (our old youth room) will become our “Studio A” space.  
There will be two cameras in this room, a lighting package, and audio package. This 
space will be a place to capture content (announcements, testimonies etc.) as well as 
be a space where a live host can communicate directly and uniquely to our online 
audience. The cost we have been given to do these 2 spaces comes in at $565,000 (this 
includes us selecting an upgrade option for cameras as recommended to future proof 
us to the 4k) 

c. Studio B – Room 282.C02 will be taking our existing camera and lighting technology 
and creating a space that is very simple and user friendly, where any of our team 
members can come in, push a few buttons, and either be live, or capture content for 
various purposes (such as social media content, or training etc.) The hope right now is 
that there will be little cost associated with this space, as we will largely retrofit it with 
equipment which we already own. 
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3. Enhance our website and produce a Mobile App. 
a. This will focus on adding personalization to our website. This will allow serving up 

content related to what the guest has already engaged with and offering more to 
content and events.  Features such as “Do you wish to continue watching …” or “Do 
you wish to watch the next video in the series …” are possible with these functions. 

b. The Mobile App will allow a more engaged experience with our church community. 

The projected cost of the project is as follows: 

 

The timeline of the project is as follows: 

 

Benefits 
• Increased engagement of people online so they can join us on the Discipleship Journey. 
• Reduce the complexity of producing our online content (Weekends, Praxis, Kids ministry). 

Recommended Motion 
Moved the Online Ministry Enhancement Capital Project be approved as presented. 

 

Online Ministry Enhancement Capital Project Budget
May 18, 2021

Element Description Amount
1 Fundraising Campaign 4,500
2 Enhanced Video Systems
2.a Auditorium enhancements 496,060
2.b Studio A build 68,900
2.c Studio B reconfiguration 4,500
3 Web site enhancements and web app 57,400
Subtotal 631,360

Project Management 5% 31,568                    
Contingency 5% 31,568                    

Total Capital Budget 694,496
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